
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

POSITION: Product Development Engineer 

 

DIRECTION / UNIT / DEPARTMENT: TECHNOLOGY / PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

MANAGER: Director Product Development 

LOCATION: Aussaguel (Toulouse) 

 

HR CONTACT: hr.france@marlink.com 

 

 

 

MISSION:  

 

The Product Development Engineer main mission consists in driving the development of innovative products and services, from the 

high-level concept to the commercial launch, in an international, exciting and challenging environment. 

 

Withing the Product Development team, the Engineers lead the software engineering and development of a large portfolio of digital 

solutions and services over satellite in areas like Smart routing, Network Service Delivery, Messaging, Prepaid services, IOT, Mobile 

Applications, Traffic Routing and Analysis, Telephony, Content Distribution, Video, Data analytics, Cyber Security involving a large 

range of IT, network and telecommunication technologies. 

 

The Engineer imagines and designs these solutions in coordination with Marketing department, selects and manages external 

suppliers and vendors, drives the software development and integration project, supervises the validation and the deployment in 

operation, contributes to the success of the commercial launch. 

 

The candidate shall come with a strong technical education and experience, demonstrate excellent project management skills, be able 

to interact professionally with variety of stakeholders. The candidate shall be passionate about technologies, and be familiar with 

telecommunication and network technologies, cyber security, IoT platforms & protocols, data analytics, as well as bring hands-on 

experience in such domains. The candidate shall be an organized autonomous self-starter with excellent written and oral 

communication skills, enjoy technical research and problem solving, and actively seek out opportunities for improvement. 

 

As Product Development Engineer within Marlink, you will have the unique opportunity to hold a true cross-functional and end-to-

end role, to get involved in all aspects of the satcom business and to have a direct contribution to the success of the company. 
 

 

 

MAIN ACTIVITIES: 

 

- Lead the technical development of products from high-level concepts to commercial launch 

- Translate commercial demands into technical requirements, prioritize features, ensure the end-to-end service integration 

- Coordinate and animate a network of stakeholders across departments contributing to the product development 

(engineering, operation, IT, support, billing…) 

- Issue RFP toward potential integrators and software development contractors, drive the bidding process 

- Manage outsourced development and developers and drive integration projects 

- Coordinate the internal implementation of the services with product management and operational teams 
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- Perform the acceptance tests and supervise the operational deployment 

- Deliver progress reports, technical documentation and presentations 

- Lead support escalation process towards software manufacturers 

 

 

 

QUALIFICATION: 

 

- Master Degree in Engineering, Computer Sciences and Telecommunications 

- Significant education (Master degree) and strong experience (+5 years) in project management 

- Strong education and hands-on experience in IP networking, Cyber Security and Systems Engineering 

- Good education and experience in Software Engineering 

- Experience as System and/or Network architect is a plus 

- Experience in working with consultancy and vendor 

- Working experience in an international environment and transnational organizations. 

- Fluent English both written and oral 

 

 

 

PERSONAL SKILLS: 

 

- Strong communication skills 

- Creative, innovative, curious, team-player, open-minded, autonomy 

- Leadership, willingness and ability to take initiative and work independently 

- Ability to work in international environment, willingness to travel 

 

 

 

MARLINK: 

 

Marlink is the pioneer in business-critical IT, communication and digital solutions customers can rely on to run their remote operations 

in an ever smarter, safer and profitable way. 

 

The Marlink Group is the world’s leading provider of end-to-end managed connectivity and IT solutions. The group which includes 

Marlink, Telemar and OmniAccess, provides maritime and enterprise customers with an integrated offering of reliable broadband 

communications and IT, digital solutions, bridge electronics, and flexible service and maintenance. 

 

With more than 1000 employees worldwide, we serve enterprise and maritime customers globally, including: Shipping, Offshore, 

Cruise & Ferry, Yachting and Fishing, as well as Mining, Oil & Gas, Utilities, Humanitarian & NGO, Media & Events. 

 

More than 70 years’ experience, combined with our strong satellite network and hardware manufacturer partnerships, enables 

Marlink to bring the power of smart connectivity solutions to customers worldwide, helping them to digitalize their remote business 

operations wherever they are. 

 

You will find within Marlink, a strong, relaxed company culture and exposure to partners both domestic and international, an 

international team with passionate people from multiple countries that always challenges to find the best possible solution, a 

competitive remuneration package and a fun place to work! 

 


